
PRACTICE YOUR AUSTRALIAN
Ankle Biter:  Child

Bush Telly:  Campfire
Coldie:  Beer

Dag:  Funny, nerdy
Oldies:  Parents

Porkie:  A lie
Ripper:  Great, fantastic

Seppo:  an American
Tucker:  Food
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In the early 1800s workers 
generally acted individually rather 
than collectively with management. 
Labor organizations were local in 
character and loose in structure. 
The relationship between em-
ployee and employer was familiar, 

even patriarchal. The impetus to 
organize was not strong due to the 
predominance of an agricultural 
economy, the ability of the west to 
act as a safety valve for industrial 
discontents, and slavery. Immigra-
tion discouraged collective action 
among large diverse groups. Labor 
as an organized force would not be-

T rades like the indepen-
dent, multi-skilled farm-
er gave way to many in-
terdependent individuals 

who were skilled in particular func-
tions like the factory worker. There 
was little satisfaction to be derived 
from the performance of tedious 
repetitive tasks that industrial la-
bor required. New methods of pro-
duction also removed the sense of 
connection to the community from 
the work process. The local farm 
epitomized traditional notions of 
work in that it involved both the 
private and public spheres. The 
religiously guided calling, one in 
which God’s will determined a per-
son’s purpose within society, was 
replaced by the professional career 
and industrial labor. The notion of 
work as a calling implied social re-
sponsibility, that one was perform-
ing a necessary function within the 
community. As this sense of call-
ing diminishes so does the sense of 
moral meaning that was once asso-
ciated with work.

expense which management had 
little regard for. An infamous ex-
ample of the conditions that man-
agement subjected their workers 
to is the Triangle Shirtwaist Fire 
in New York in 1911.After exits 
were locked to ensure that work-
ers didn’t take breaks a fire broke 
out which resulted in the deaths of 
one hundred workers.

Growing unregulated use of 
toxic materials also threat-

ened the health of workers. 
Laundry workers were 
forced to work 10-17 hour 
days breathing air lad-
en with particles of 
soda, ammonia, and 
other chemicals. It 
was becoming clear 
to labor that industry 
was demanding far too 
much, and workers were re-
ceiving far too little. Just as the 
rearrangement of work patterns 

come important until mass produc-
tion became a significant charac-
teristic of industry.

The rapid growth of industry 
was made possible by the numer-
ous available resources. Industry 
took full advantage of a govern-
ment which backed its progress 
through legislative acts, tariffs, 
and subsidies. It also profited from 
a wealth of untapped, unprotected 
natural resources. An adequate la-
bor force, constantly supplied by 
immigration, also created a favor-
able market for employers allowing 
them to keep wages low, hours long, 
and conditions poor. Economic re-
cessions were frequent, and the de-
pressions of the 1873 and 1893 were 
particularly hard on labor. Industry 
was rarely harmed by such econom-
ic droughts, and when its profits did 
drop, it simply looked for ways of 
cutting costs. These cuts usually 
came at the laborer’s health and 
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That's Australian 
for Animals, 

Cities, and other 
‘Thingermajigs’

❂ Emily Callaghan

Critters, 
Big Smokes, 
other Doovalackies

The typical bush landscape can be  

found between all major cities in Australia.

Explore caves in South Australia

Island Archway, Great Ocean Road, Victoria Australia.

Just as American English  
differs from the British, so 
does Australian.  Mixing 

slang and Aboriginal words 
gives their language not only  

humor but color.

was unprecedented in America, the 
emergence of the city challenged 
our ideas of what constituted a 
community. So much that was char-
acteristic of city living, its highly 
concentrated population, noise and 
lack of light, absence of natural en-
vironment, and impersonal quality 
contradicted traditional ideals of 
community. This rearrangement 
of living patterns left people dis-
oriented as social, political, and 

religious traditions no longer 
seemed relevant in a modern 

urban society. Opportuni-
ty, autonomy, identity, 

and status were dif-
ficult to establish in 
the urban world. As 

American life moved 
from the local life of the 

nineteenth century to a 
vastly more integrated soci-

ety, the sense of connection and 
responsibility to the community 

became strained. Urban life and 
industrial work made it increas-
ingly difficult to see our activities 
as interrelated to the community 
in morally meaningful ways. 40 
In his research on commitment in 
contemporary society Robert Bel-
lah finds that “with the coming of 
large-scale industrial society, it 
became more difficult to see work. 


